FASHION

Joop! Sunglass Collection 2013/2014

The collection for men and women offers a wide choice of modern looks as well as sophisticated design in the brand's unmistakable, pure style.

Sunglasses are without a doubt the most favorite accessory for the summer. Mirrored lenses, neon colours and transparency styles are the fashion idols of the coming season. The JOOP! sunglass collection for men and women offers a wide choice of modern looks as well as sophisticated design in the brand's unmistakable, pure style.

Women's Sunglasses

Transparent (Mod. 87174)
Favorite for your sunglass collection: Exquisitely designed sunglasses in the trendy see-through look with lilac coloured front and transparent temples with delicately mottled pattern. Available in three soft, summery shades: Transparent lilac (Col. 6724), transparent brown on light green (Col. 6725), transparent grey-brown on blue (Col. 6726).

Mirror, Mirror... (Mod. 87180)
No longer just for men but now also a must-have for women: Sunglasses with mirrored lenses. This model in dark olive boasts lemon coloured highlights. Available in the following colours: Purple/red (Col. 6710), blue on brown (Col. 6711), dark olive on green (Col. 6730).

Extravagant Look (Mod. 87170)
For an even more exciting look: JOOP! sunglass highlight in a soft shade of brown with XXL-lenses and exceptional design language. Available in three colours: Gradient brown (Col. 6716), gradient grey (Col. 6715) and gradient cream (Col. 6717).